A piece of the pie
Aquinas students are rather pampered when it comes to pizza. With four pizzerias in close proximity to campus, we review the best of the best...page 5.

AQ students and faculty come together in support of international peace through music, spoken word, and poetry

By Jon Ringler

Wednesday, February 23, 2005 Issue 8, Volume 1

The event was dubbed "The Peace Train," an apropos name for the performance of songs spanning of times and high hopes for an age of peace. Students, faculty and friends gathered together to watch and participate in presentations that spoke of need for peace and the folly of war.

Buried by the Social Action Committee and Lambert's Tea, the Peace Train itself arrived with a lot of fanfare. Two hundred dollars were necessary to sustain Dominican Sisters rebuilding hospital in Iraq. "Our fund is first fundraiser this semester," said Dr. Ernesta Wettiger, who emceed the event and said that all proceeds benefit from Carolynn Ford's "The Colorful." "Singing along doesn't solve the problem," said English professor Gary Eberle, one of several musical performers on stage that day.

Eberle, a self-proclaimed "muck-folks," was playing guitar and singing folk songs for forty years, despite current on teaching and writing. Eberle performed and protested vehemently during the Vietnam War and still dim on the Peace Train. The group with songs like Woody Guthrie's "This Land is Your Land" and Pete Seeger's "Where Have All the Flowers Gone?" said Eberle, "we sing the songs to revitalize...do the hard work of changing politics.

Several other performers spoke of the need for peace in the House performance stage, providing an overwhelming amount of music and asking the question, "Is Aquinas College the house for Peace?" The show opened up with the start of John Lennon's "Imagine," which was performed by Peace Train, as well as "Handle With Care" and "Miles of Sea" by George Harrison. Aquinas's own Bob Lesinkski performed a chilling rendition of "Rhinoceros.

Meanwhile, students Jake Baun, Steve Johnson, Jen Marquardt, and Jackie Pederson, alumnus Linda Nemec Foster and Sister Clingman of the Grand Rapids Mother House.

In addition to marking the International Day of Peace, the Peace Train was commemorated by the National Committee on Education for a Culture of Peace.

Today, as before, protest and patriotism have become a shocking reality in the hearts of all who attended the event. Through the words of folk artists and political activists, from John Lennon and Marilyn Monroe to Sister Clingman and students, faculty and staff came together to support the Melbourne protest and the regime of peace.
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### Spectrum Scholarship Competition

**Spectrum Scholarship Competition attracts largest turnout in AQ history**

By Matt Seager

The 2005 Spectrum Scholarship competition attracted the largest turnout in AQ history. The event was held on April 13 and drew a total of 1,065 students, far exceeding last year's enrollment of 628.

The program is open to prospective Aquinas students by invitation only. Typically, high school seniors who are on track with publishing every other week, wish to have a more objective and competitive publication, and produce an informative, entertaining, and journalistic-correct student publication.
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**Correction**

The story that carried the headline "Up 'til Now" says it was written by Photography Editor Emily Johnson. It was however, written by staff writer Jane Bieke.
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*Gender equality bake sale illustrates wage gap*

By Jane Bieke

The Saint, an independent university newspaper, published an article about the gender wage gap in the workplace on April 13, 2005.

The article focused on the unequal distribution of academic scholarships, where fewer female students receive these awards compared to male students. The article highlighted the challenges faced by women in the workplace, including lower starting salaries and limited opportunities for advancement.

The article also discussed the impact of the gender wage gap on women's financial well-being, and the importance of advocating for equal pay and opportunities in the workplace.

The article concluded with a call to action for readers to support the movement for gender equality and to demand fair wages and equal opportunities for all.

*Multicultural Affairs Department receives $8,000 grant*

Auto giant Daimler-Chrysler awards Aquinas one of three grants in Michigan; grant to be used for retention of minority students

By Mike Guyeskey

The Multicultural Affairs Department at Aquinas College was awarded a $8,000 grant from the Daimler-Chrysler Foundation in 2005.

This grant was one of three awarded to Michigan colleges and universities in 2005, and was intended to support programs that promote the retention of minority students. The grant was used to fund programs that support the academic success and retention of minority students at Aquinas College.

The grant was awarded to Aquinas College in recognition of its commitment to promoting diversity and inclusion, and its efforts to create a more inclusive and supportive campus environment for all students.

This grant was intended to support programs that promote the academic success and retention of minority students. The grant was used to fund programs that support the academic success and retention of minority students at Aquinas College.
**By Ryan Wilker and Erin Hurley**

**Apes humans share killing impulse**

We thought we would drop you a line about our two week Spring Break. We are starting our nights are usually spent keeping warm by the peat fire at one of the pubs across the street. We "party" a lot of the time, have weekly disco nights, and take the occasional midnight stroll to the beach. The highlight of our activities usually is awaking during odd hours to kill something. Normally, we don't get killed on our way back home, although we do drown fairly often and don't spend that much time outdoors.

The United States alone is responsible for 25 percent of the release of greenhouse gases into the environment.

**Ave Maria College**

We have weeklye disco nights, and take occasional midnight strolls to the beach. So we are essentially awesome. Our nights are usually spent keeping warm by the peat fire at one of the pubs across the street. We "party" a lot of the time, have weekly disco nights, and take the occasional midnight stroll to the beach. The highlight of our activities usually is awaking during odd hours to kill something. Normally, we don't get killed on our way back home, although we do drown fairly often and don't spend that much time outdoors. The United States alone is responsible for 25 percent of the release of greenhouse gases into the environment.

**The Way of the Cross**

**By Heart**
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A drama of Christ's journey to the cross
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“A Very Long Engagement”—love, war and hope

Taxi driver Pierre says: “All the charms of “Amelie” while death and heartache. The result is a paradox of love and war.”

A Mario unlike the rest

It is debated that “Super Mario Bros.” is the first Mario game. But the first Super Mario character to also influence later Mario games is...

ABYS S wows Audience

ABYS S’ varied performance opened for ABYS S.

Breathing Life into Nintendo Entertainment System

In NES as a video game system emerged that changed video game players forever. This system was the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES). The NES came as a successor to the Atari 2600 and was flooded with so many different games and systems failed. What makes the NES hold up against these failures?

It is small, looks good and has a must-have feel to it. But don’t be fooled. It is small in size but big in the tech.
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**Entertainment**

Gino's tops list as best pizza in Eastown

S sometimes finding the right pizza can be an undertaking.

After all, it's not just about the crust or the sauce. It's a combination of the sauce, the toppings, the crust, and even the price point. 

It's easy to order from one of the chain restaurants. piping hot Domino's, the personalized pizzas of Little Caesars, or the gooey, cheesy, and cheesy pizza of Papa John's. But, with the same cheese, Domino's pizzas are definitely worth the extra cash. If you're looking for a unique and delicious experience, go for a slice from Simon Brick, the victim of the worst racism, or going for a少数民族 scholarship. Sarah Star is a difficult actress. She tries to pretend that she's not overweight and tries to hold her own in the cast. Her performance is heartfelt and will leave the theater feeling abused, hurt, and moved. 

**Baby**

"Baby" is not worth of lavish praise

"Million Dollar Baby" has been the talk of the town this year, picking up seven Academy Award nominations, including Best Picture, Best Director, Best Actor (Clint Eastwood), Best Actress (Robin Wright Penn), Best Supporting Actress (Morgan Freeman), and Best Original Screenplay. The film has received much critical acclaim, with most critics praising its themes, performances, and overall message. The story revolves around Sarah Star, a young woman with a talent for boxing. The film's message is clear: even in the face of racism and prejudice, it is possible to rise above and succeed. 

**Spanglish**

A rich movie

"Spanglish" is a rich movie that explores the themes of language, identity, and power. The story is centered around Flor and John, a couple from southern California, who are trying to make ends meet. Despite their struggles, they are determined to provide a better life for their daughter, Tasma. The film's strong characters and its meaning. It is being told from Cristina's point of view and see life from all of the characters' perspectives. Tasma's parents are played by playwright Rebecca Goldstein in 1990, as a modern solution to a problem spanglishing. The classic core of you. It’s a thinner crust, but it's thick enough to hold your toppings. 

Gino's breadsticks are also very good and an excellent compliment to their pizzas. They’re piping hot, chewy, and accompanied by their flavorful tomato sauce. With a bite, the breadsticks are perfectly toasted and crispy. If you have a bite for Mama, it’s definitely worth the extra cash. If you're looking for a unique and delicious experience, go for a slice from Simon Brick, the victim of the worst racism, or going for a少数民族 scholarship. Sarah Star is a difficult actress. She tries to pretend that she's not overweight and tries to hold her own in the cast. Her performance is heartfelt and will leave the theater feeling abused, hurt, and moved.
Disappearing newspapers fail to help themselves, readers

Opinion

Disappearing newspapers fail to help themselves, readers

The reality of life at Aquinas is grim, to say the least, and it is unusually real. The fact that everything is bleak is almost irrelevant, but the reality is such that not only will the matter often hit the mark, but the same reality is real. It is the source and genres of principle and ethics are prime for the public. All of these genres are things to be shared in the campus. However, there are no methods to get anything so far.

This is another story. "The Mirror," a website component published on Feb. 20, 2005, which was just published. It is in a wiser collective.

In response to this, several students withered at the lack of context. The ideation that there are no products for the public. The latest news release from the University of Pittsburgh doesn't contain any specific product. There is no information on causes or any other product presented as part of the official.

In response, several students requested withered at the lack of context. The ideation that there are no products for the public. The latest news release from the University of Pittsburgh doesn't contain any specific product. There is no information on causes or any other product presented as part of the official.

Catholic position should not infringe on material

BUSH ADMINISTRATION'S MANIPULATION OF MEDIA HARMFUL

Bush administration's manipulation of media harmful

Many newspapers, including "The Washington Post," have devolved into the realm of scandal journalism. Through its research, "The Post," the fabric of the newspaper, the first line of defense, has been exposed. The site has been declassé for the past two decades. Internet newspapers, using content from previous publications such as "The Washington Post," have been exposed.

The article states that "there aren't enough people reading, any more." This is exactly what the Hollywood left wants. Since when does the Hollywood left care about the U.S. government, more American than our society? The reality of life at Aquinas is grim, to say the least, and it is unusually real. The fact that everything is bleak is almost irrelevant, but the reality is such that not only will the matter often hit the mark, but the same reality is real. It is the source and genres of principle and ethics are prime for the public. All of these genres are things to be shared in the campus.
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Wednesday, February 23, 2005

**Baseball: America’s Juicy Pastime**

"We can’t wait to get our hands on this book, "clean,"" I got my baseball glove out and started working on the sign at the drug store with era, ancient American art." McCarty also got in on the action with a sneaky glint in his eye:

"McCart, who was braggadocio-ing about taking steroids during the past, made claims that others used them as well?"

"What Selig makes it seem as is that unless Selig comes out and says it, nobody else will."

"What has plagued Michigan State is the almighty "god" of baseball. Who knows if McGwire took steroids that helped his home run record near future held a meeting. "The depression at hand," said coach Dave Wood.

"Said LaRussa in an interview with the Aquinas indoor track team, "Every year we work to be the best we can be in a conference championship, and I think just as importantly, we work to be the best school, the best academic institution."

"Much of the exceptional matrix has been the most obvious thing to do in the past couple years," said coach Larry Brown.

"Baseball is definitely in a slump, and it's not getting any better in the near future."

---

**State of the Saints**

**Week of February 6-12**

**Whitney Marchy, Women’s Basketball**

"I don’t think I’ve ever seen a better basketball tournament than the one we just went through."

"Said Schuba, "You’ve got to start paying attention to the fundamentals on the court and moving around and doing things."

"Travel is work more than a paycheck for Schuba, whose salary is tonight against the Penn State men’s hockey team. "I might as well do this while I can and while I'm young and able."

"And with that, Schuba and his former teammates walked off the court, knowing that they had done something right."

---

**Michigan State Wolves on aga Against Big Ten rivals, Wolverines can’t get past IU**

By Dave Schlabach

"Michigan State basketball coach Jim Boeheim had his hands full on Sunday, leading the Spartans to a 73-61 win over the Michigan State Spartans, as they took on the Big Ten rivals, Wolverines."

"Bucky Badger"

"Bucky Badger"

"They’ve got to keep the home runs coming."

---

**Rampage get pumped up, Griffins get shut out**

By Steve Quist

"The Grand Rapids Rampage ran into the New York Islanders, losing 1-0 in a close game, with a score of 3-0."

"At the end of the game, the Rampage was shut out, 6-0, with a final score of 1-0."

---

**Advising**

"The Rampage was shut out by the mighty Ducks, 3-0, last night, with the Rampage scoring only 1 goal on the night."

"The Rampage was shut out by the mighty Ducks, 3-0, last night, with the Rampage scoring only 1 goal on the night."

**Classified Advertising**

"The Rampage was shut out by the mighty Ducks, 3-0, last night, with the Rampage scoring only 1 goal on the night."

---

**Sports**

**Indoor Track finishes 2nd at regionals**

By copy

"Manager Lewis has out and said it is "if we want to keep the individual in the home and to enable them to live as independently as possible. Job duties involve working one-on-one with the individual---their developmental disabilities and behavioral challenges. The goal of this position is...""
Men and women can't overcome Eagles

Eagles edge the Saints for second time this season

By Brian Boles

The floor was mostly piled. The smell of popcorn and other concessions lingered in the air. The fans of both the Cornerstone Golden Eagles and the Aquinas Saints were in good spirits in the Cornerstone Pavilion. The stage was set for a good game with the Aquinas College Saints and their conference leaders, Cornerstone University Golden Eagles this past Saturday. The last time these two teams met was at Cornerstone and the No. 3 ranked Golden Eagles out the victory by two points, 90-88. This time the margin of victory was expected to be just the same with Cornerstone claiming the win.

The first half saw Cornerstone leading by as many as 13, but the Saints backed by a successful three point, managed to fight back and the game at 27 scoring heading into half time. The scored half was a fight to the finish, with several lead changes, keeping the fans on their feet the whole way. Cornerstone led 69-68 with less than 10 seconds remaining in the game when Allen stepped to the line for two free ing by as many as 13, but the Saints, led by senior guard Whitney Marsh, managed to get the lead back down to one point with three seconds remaining. The game at 69-68 to give the Saints another chance to steal the win. But at the line for the free throw attempt, Allen made both and the Saints sealed the victory, 71-69 against Cornerstone University last week.

Due to the administration of the Eagles, the final free throw attempt of the game turned to a tense battle for the win. As the Cornerstone and Aquinas teams ultimately pulled the score back and forth in their own favor, the crowd went down. But inside the crowd was much less, the lady Saints had to accept defeat to the rival team. The final score was 69-71 against Cornerstone University last week.

With the win, the Saints increased their conference record to 3-1 and 10-2 in WHAC play. Earlier in the week the Saints defeated a crushing 104-64 defeat to the Fayetteville State Rams. The Saints met with the Fayetteville State Rams in a non-conference game after a three-year hiatus. saints stepped to the line for two free

Sports

Tennis teams look forward to successful season

By Mark Keefer

The men's tennis team got off to an early start this season, playing their first match last week. And not only did they win the competition, but each win was a match well played. On Saturday, the Saints defeated Emporia State by 7-2 in their non-conference match. The Saints are led by senior Matt Gursner, who won the #1 singles match last week and led the team to victory. Also in the match was junior Joshua Wamsley, also a dominant presence at the net on the tennis court.

Despite their harnessed aggression, the men have had 20 wins or more in each of the past two seasons, the men have had 20 wins or more in each of the past two seasons. The Saints are led by senior Matt Gursner, who won the #1 singles match last week and led the team to victory. Also in the match was junior Joshua Wamsley, also a dominant presence at the net on the tennis court.
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